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Activity logger is monitoring software that runs invisibly and records how the employees, children or
spouse uses computer. It records to the log file Internet surfing URLs key strokes in email, chat or
any application, takes screenshot. One can view the captured snapshot later as the slide show. As
and when computer goes online log file can be emailed.

Activity logger is computer surveillance software that stealthy records to the log file. It is a program
designed to monitor used activity .It may be used with or without consent because it is sold
commercially, many anti-virus vendors do not detect them.

Activity logger also comes in the form of a keystroke logger which interrupts keystroke from the key
boards and records them in a log. This can then send to whoever installed the software, or key
logger, into the machine.

Activity logger helps in lot of ways and serves the purpose of let many people. It gives an assurance
to parents that their children donâ€™t use computer to surf illegal sites when they are away , to know if
the employees continued working when he/she left the office or the donâ€™t start downloading music
and form instantly after the employer or the manager is out.

Activity logger is superb spying engine that run in the background and sorely records URLs visited
in browser, keystroke in any program, chat conversation, received and send email. It works invisibly
so people contentive doing what they normally do when they are sure you canâ€™t trace them. But with
the help if the Activities logger one can even capture screenshots of the desktop at a present period
of time.

All records information is stored unwanted, and unrequirement exposure content and images and
keep them safe from internet predators and bullies. Activity logger also enables the parent to keep a
track on chats, mail, application usages or clipboard which helps them to make their kids move on
right path.

Activity logger is a smart program for parent to maximize their work efficiency. It can even capture
copy past activity on PC empowering the parent to check copy past material on the system.

Employee Tracker creates a log for the computer usages and can also give screenshot of the work.
One can even get the tracked log on oneâ€™s email id, empowering accessibility. An open interned is
unsafe for children and parenting in this digital is a difficult tack. But, a tool like Activity logger has
made it easier and it is a need of hour for correct guidance of children. Now children can access
interned any time safely and Activity Reporter will silently keep an eye on him/her. It cannot be
removed or stopped without your permission.
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Vivekraj is a fine writer focusing on data security related topics. He has written many articles for
data security. Check out the software of a Employee Tracking Systems and a Activity logger for best
protection of your data.
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